TO: Hunter Panels Roofing Customers, Manufacturers Reps and employees

DT: October 8, 2020

RE: Enhanced Coated Glass Facer Phase in

Beginning in the 4th quarter of 2020 and continuing into 2021, Hunter Panels will be transitioning our current inventories of coated glass faced products to a new enhanced coated glass facer. H-Shield CG and H-Shield HD will be manufactured using a premium performance coated glass facer with white on one side of the board and black on the other side. The purpose of this two-sided, two different colored facers is to allow the installer better control of adhesive flash-off times during the application of fully adhered systems. For all other applications, the facer performance is unchanged and either side maybe installed facing up. The enhanced H-Shield CG and H-Shield HD products will begin shipping from all plant locations as soon as the old inventory is depleted.

Benefits of the enhanced facer include:

- Allows the applicator to speed up or slow down adhesive flash-off time
- Increases surface temperature of the dark facer up to 50°F (10°C) above ambient temperature
- Decreases surface temperature of the light facer up to 10°F (-12°C) below ambient temperature
- Provides up to 2x faster adhesive flash-off on cooler days and up to 4x faster on warmer days when utilizing the dark facer

Resources available: Also available on our sample and literature request form in bulk

- Please click here for H-Shield CG Product Literature
- Please click here for H-Shield HD Product Literature
- Please click here for the NEW Advantage Sheet on our Enhanced CG Facer
- Please click here for the Straight and Bevel Cut Advantage Sheet
- Samples will be available in 2 weeks

Thank you for your support of Hunter Panels, if you have any questions, please reach out to me or any of the Hunter Panels technical sales specialists.

Sincerely,

Jason Greenleaf
Hunter Panels
Technical & Tapered Design Services Manager
jason.greenleaf@hpanels.com